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Préonditionnements basés sur une approximation du produitde Kroneker pour les problèmes modèles deonvetion-di�usionRésumé : La méthode de la puissane inverse ave déalage est très e�ae dans le alul desvaleurs propres, en partiulier pour les valeurs propres intérieures. Cette méthode néessite larésolution des systèmes linéaires de la forme (A−σI)z = b. La valeur de σ est variable, ainsi quandune méthode direte est utilisée pour résoudre le système linéaire, la fatorisation LU de (A− σI)doit être alulée pour haque hangement de σ. Nous présentons deux tehniques pour réduirele nombre d'opérations �ottantes e�etuées pendant la fatorisation LU lors du hangement de σ.Les deux tehniques e�etuent d'abbord une étape de pretraitement pour éliminé des parties de lamatrie qui ne sont pas a�etées par le hangement des éléments sur la diagonale. Cei onduit àune rédution de 43% et 50% respetivement du nombre d'opérations �ottantes.Mots-lés : la méthode de la puissane inverse ave déalage, alul de valeurs propres,fatorisation LU



Shift-and-Invert 31 IntrodutionThe standard eigenvalue problem,
Ax = λx, (1)where x 6= 0, λ ∈ C, has broad appliations in mehanis, physis, hemistry and eonomis,suh as omputing the energy level of atoms, vibration, �ow instability, or prinipal omponents.The eigenvalue omputation is still a very hallenging problem, even if there are many pratialmethods and software available [1℄. A basi method in eigenvalue omputation is the power method.Although simple, many methods are rooted in it. One enhanement of the power method is theinverse iteration, whih applies the power method to (A − σI)−1, where σ is a shift. This methodan onverge to any desired eigenvalue, espeially when a few interior eigenvalues are sought. Theiteration step an be expressed as

vk =
1

αk

(A− σI)−1vk−1 (k = 1, 2, · · · ), (2)where v0 is the initial guess. The most expensive step in this omputation is to �nd the solution ofa linear system of the form
(A− σI)z = b. (3)Note that A − σI is ill-onditioned when σ is lose to the true eigenvalue. But most of the ina-uraies of the solution are in the diretion of the eigenvetor being approximated [8, 10℄. If wehave a better approximation of an eigenvalue, we an hange the shift oasionally. Beause αk in(2) onverges to 1/(λj − σ), it is natural to take σnew = σold + 1

αk

[13℄. If the Rayleigh quotient isused as the shift, then this method is alled Rayleigh quotient iteration (RQI). For non-Hermitianmatries, the generized Rayleigh quotient is used, σj = y∗

j Axj/y∗

j xj , where x and y are the approx-imate left eigenvetor and right eigenvetor respetively in j-th step [23℄. RQI also appears in QRalgorithm in a disguised form [19℄. QR is the standard algorithm for omputing the full spetrumof a dense matrix. But it is not appropriate for large sparse matries, beause it uses othorgonaltransformations and it destroies the sparsity of the input matrix.For large sparse eigenvalue problem, Krylov subspae methods are generally used, suh as impli-itly restarted Arnoldi (IRA) [17℄, or Bi-side Lanzos with look-ahead strategy [9℄. Krylov subspaemethods are good at omputing the eigenvalues on the periphery of the spetrum [8, 13, 19, 22℄. Usu-ally these exterior eigenvalues are well-approximated �rst, and the interior eigenvalues follow muhlater. If we need the interior eigenvalues, spetral transformatin like shift-and-invert (A − σI)−1is needed to �nd interior eigenvalues lose to σ. For example, the Alfven spetrum is an interiorpart of the spetrum, without shift-and-invert it is almost impossible to ompute this part withKrylov subspae methods [21℄. When we apply the Arnoldi or Lanzos method to (A − σI)−1, wemust solve a sequene of linear equations aurately in order to apture the desired eigenvalues.The shift-and-invert strategy is often used impliitly in Krylov subspae method. For example, theharmoni Rayleigh-Ritz proedure is related to the shift-and-invert (A − σI)−1, but it avoids thematrix inversion by its lever formulation to a projeted generalized eigenvalue problem. Linear sys-tems similar to (3) appear impliitly in the Jaobi-Davidson method [2, 3, 6, 16, 25℄. This methodexpands the urrent subspae by omputing an approximate solution t to a so-alled orretionequation, whih is equivalent to t = −u + α(A − σI)−1u, where α is hosen suh that t ⊥ u [16℄.The shift-and-invert strategy also appears in the rational Krylov subspae method [11, 12℄ and thetrunated RQ iteration [18, 24℄RR n° 0123456789



4 Laura Grigori , Desire W. Nuentsa , Hua XiangHene, many methods are related to shift-and-invert, and this strategy is very e�ient. Thepotential drawbak is that linear systems as (3) need to be solved, whih is the most expensive step ofthe strategy. The auray of the linear solver must be in aordane with the onvergene toleraneof the eigensolver [5, 7, 15℄. Otherwise, loss of auray in solving (3) may result in the orruption ofthe Krylov subspae. Sine these linear systems are ill-onditioned, iterative methods will onvergeslowly. Usually an e�ient preonditioner is not easy to �nd for these systems. Hene the diretmethods are used in general to solve the system (3). In this paper, we fous on the shift-and-invertmethod with variable shifts as used in the dense standard eigenvalue problem. Traditionally, whenthe shift σj hanges, the LU fatorization needs to be performed again. We develop two strategieswhih onsist in performing a pre-proessing step suh that the LU fatorization is not omputedfrom srath when the shift hanges. The pre-proessing step annihilates some parts of the matrix
A whih are not in�uened by the hange of the diagonal elements. The �rst strategy is a divideand onquer strategy. We use a reursive 2× 2 partition and symmetri permutation, and fatorizethe original matrix into a stairase shape. For eah shift hange, the fatorization starts from thisshape. In this proess BLAS-3 operations an be used to ahieve high performane, and 43% �opsan be saved for eah shift hange. For the seond strategy, we use two row permutations and oneolumn permutation during eah olumn elimination to ontrol the position of original diagonalelements, suh that their in�uene during updating is on�ned in the right part of the matrix. Thisstrategy leads to 50% �ops savings. These two strategies are disussed in detail in Setion 2 andSetion 3 respetively. We give numerial examples in Setion 4 that hek the numerial stability,the �ops saving and the e�ieny of the two strategies. We onlude in Setion 5.2 Strategy I: a divide and onquer approahThe lassial Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting of the matrix A ∈ Rn×n an be expressedas

L−1
n−1Pn−1L

−1
n−2Pn−2 · · ·L

−1
1 P1A = U, (4)where U is an upper triangular matrix, Pi(i = 1, · · · , n − 1) are permutation matries, L−1

i (i =
1, · · · , n − 1) are Gauss transformation matries omputed as Li = I + lie

T
i , and li is the Gaussvetor [4℄. The Gaussian elimination (4) an be rewritten as

L−1
n−1L̂

−1
n−2 · · · L̂

−1
1 PA = U, (5)where L̂−1

i = Pn−1 · · ·Pi+1L
−1
i PT

i+1 · · ·P
T
n−1(i = 1, · · · , n−2), P = Pn−1Pn−2 · · ·P1. For simpliity,we futher de�ne L = L̂1L̂2 · · · L̂n−2Ln−1, so we ahieve the LU fatorization PA = LU . Note thatin a real implementation, L and U an be stored in plae of the matrix A.Clearly, if the diagonal elements of A hange, this a�ets the whole fatorization. That is thereason why (A− σI) needs to be fatorized again when the shift σ hanges. Our goal is to restritthe in�uene of the diagonal elements, and reuse some eliminations at the next step. We an ahievethis goal by using a reursive 2× 2 partition and symmetri permutations.First we illustrate our approah on a simple ase. Suppose that A is partitioned into 2 × 2bloks. We denote it as A = [A1, A3; A2, A4] (see Figure 1(a)). We an do some eliminationswithout modifying the diagonal elements. In the following we use three steps to explain the basiidea. INRIA
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e) (f)Figure 1: A reursive 2× 2 partition strategyRR n° 0123456789



6 Laura Grigori , Desire W. Nuentsa , Hua XiangStep 1. Loal LU. We perform the LU fatorization on (2,1) blok. We formulate it as
PA2 = L(1)U (1), (6)where L(1) is stored in the lower part of A2, whih is shown in Figure 1(a).Step 2. Symmetri permutation. In the previous step, the row permutations performedmight hange the position of the diagonal elements of A4. If we apply symmetri permutation tothe diagonal blok A4, that is, PA4P

T , then the diagonal elements are still on the diagonal, thoughthey are not neessarily in their original positions. Equivalently, we apply a symmetri permutationto A, that is, [
I

P

] [
A1 A3

A2 A4

] [
I

PT

]
=

[
A1 A3P

T

PA2 PA4P
T

] (7)Step 3. Updating. After LU fatorization on A2 and permutations on A, we update the (2,2)blok A4. Assume that PA4P
T = Φ+∆+Ψ, where Φ, Ψ are the stritly lower and upper triangularpart of PA4P

T , and ∆ is the diagonal matrix. Then we have
L(1)−1

[PA2, PA4P
T ] = [U (1), L(1)−1

(Φ + Ψ) + L(1)−1

∆]. (8)We an alulate L(1)−1

(Φ + Ψ), but we an not apply L(1)−1

∆, beause the diagonal elements willbe hanged for di�erent shifts. This omputation will be performed for every shift hange. L(1)−1

∆is very easy to implement, sine ∆ is a diagonal matrix. As is shown in Figure 1 (b), the shadowedarea is ompletely updated, while the meshed area is partly updated, that is, later we need to add
L(1)−1

∆ to this part.We divide the matrix into 2 × 2 bloks in a reursive way, and use symmetri permutations toontrol the original diagonal elements in the diagonal line. Obviously it is a kind of divide andonquer method. We de�ne the partition in Figure 1(a) or 1(b) as the level-1 partition. We anapply the same strategy to (1,1) blok of the original matrix, and obtain the matrix as shown inFigure 1(), where L(2) and U (2) are de�ned similarly to L(1) and U (1), and Figure 1() is a level-2partition. Using this strategy again, we obtain Figure 1(d), whih is a level-3 partition. Generally,at level i, the left upper blok of level i− 1 is partitioned into 2× 2 bloks again. The algorithm isdesribed in Algorithm 1 as follows.Algorithm 1 Algorithm of preproessing step in Strategy IDe�ne A(0), whose (1,1) blok is A. Suppose N level partitions are used.for i := 1 to N doDe�ne A(i) as (1,1) blok of A(i−1), and A
(i)
21 is (2,1) blok of A(i).Loal LU fatorization: P (i)A

(i)
21 = L(i)U (i).Row permutations and olumn permutations on A.Update the orresponding right part of A with L(i).end forFurthermore, we an use U (2) to eliminate the orresponding upper left part in U (1) as shownin Figure 1(e) (In fat, we an ombine the (2,1) blok of level-2 partition and the upper left partof U (1), and eliminate simultaneously, whih gives better numerial stability). Then we an ahievea struture as shown in Figure 1(f). Note that we only need extra memory to store the diagonalelements and the permutation vetors. In Figure 1(f), the updating in the shadowed areas has beenINRIA



Shift-and-Invert 7ompleted. When the shift hanges, we �rst omplete the updating by adding the matries of theform L(1)−1

∆ to the meshed areas, then ontinue to eliminate the remaining part into an uppertriangular part.Suppose that the size of the matrix is a power of 2. The omputation mainly onsists of twoaspets at level i: the loal LU of a matrix of size n/2i; the updating of its orresponding rightpart, whih is the multipliation of a lower triangular matrix and a retangular matrix of size
n/2i×

∑i

j=1(n/2j). Assuming that the matrix is divided reursively into (log2 n− 1) levels until a
2× 2 matrix arrives, the total �ops are of the order as follows.

log
2

n−1∑

i=1



2

3

( n

2i

)3

+
( n

2i

)2 i∑

j=1

n

2j



 = n3

log
2

n−1∑

i=1

(
1

4i
−

1

3
·

1

8i

)
=

2

7
n3 + O(n).Therefore, if we use this divide and onquer strategy, the initial stage to ahieve the strutureof Figure 1(d) will take O(2

7n3) �ops. For the lassial LU deomposition, we need O(2
3n3) �ops.So theoretially we an nearly save 3/7 ≃ 43% of �oating point operations at eah iteration.In the lassial Gaussian elimination, rank-one update is used for eah olumn. In our approah,the reursion in Algorithm 1 an be stop after 3 levels in pratie. Hene a low rank update is usedfor the elimination of eah olumn. It is shown in [20℄ that the low rank update is an importantproperty to keep the numerial stability in Gaussian elimination. Numerial examples show thatthe numerial stability of our approah is as good as the lassial Gaussian elimination.3 Strategy II: restriting the diagonal in�uene to the rightIn this setion we present a seond strategy to save �ops. The basi idea is still onentrated onhow to ontrol the in�uene of diagonal elements. Let's split the matrix A in two olumn bloks:

A = [A1, A2] , where A1 = A(:, 1 : m), A2 = A(:, m + 1 : n) and m =
⌈n

2

⌉
. (9)We perform m− 1 steps of eliminations on the left half part A1, so that we an introdue zeros asmany as possible in the left half part, together with the orresponding updating. To ahieve thisgoal, the permutations are very important. In the following, we desribe the elimination of olumn

k onsisting of two main steps.Step 1. Permutations. Generally there are two row permutations and one olumn permu-tation in this step. Firstly, we use row permutation to move the original diagonal element in thisolumn, denoted by 'X', to position (2k − 1, k). Seondly, the biggest element in magnitude in
A(2k : n, k) is permuted to position (2k, k). This row permutation is made to keep numerialstability. Thirdly, if there is an element marked by upperased 'X' in row 2k in the left half partof A, then we apply a olumn permutation to put it to the right half part. We will illustrate thisstep on a simple 6× 6 example in the following.Step 2. Elimination and updating. We apply Gaussian elimination and introdue zeros in
A(2k + 1 : n, n). Note that there is one original diagonal element in the right half part of row 2k.Suppose A(2k, j)(j > 2k) is this element. Sine A(2k, j) hanges, we annot update A(2k+1 : n, j).A 6× 6 example. To illustrate the basi idea, we onsider the algorithm on a 6× 6 matrix A,where the original diagonal elements are upperase bolded. We will disribe how to do eliminationsRR n° 0123456789



8 Laura Grigori , Desire W. Nuentsa , Hua Xiangin the �rst and seond olumns.
A =





X × × | × × ×
× X × | × × ×
× × X | × × ×
× × × | X × ×
× × × | × X ×
× × × | × × X



1st Column. The diagonal element in olumn 1 is already in row 1, that is, its original position.So we do not need to permute the original diagonal element to row 1. We �nd the maximum in
A(2 : 6, 1). Suppose that this element is A(4, 1). Then we permute row 2 and 4, whih is used to keepthe numerial stability. After this row permutation, the diagonal element in row 2 is already in theright half part. Hene the olumn permutation is not needed. Next, we use Gauss transformationmatrix to introdue zeros in A(3 : 6, 1) and update the trailing submatrix without modifying thediagonal elements marked by 'X' and the elements in olumn 4. Note that the updated elementsare tilded. It an be illustrated as follows.� A(2, :)↔ A(4, :) 



X × × | × × ×
× × × | X × ×
× × X | × × ×
× X × | × × ×
× × × | × X ×
× × × | × × X



� Eliminate and Update 



X × × | × × ×
× × × | X × ×
0 ×̃ X | × ×̃ ×̃
0 X ×̃ | × ×̃ ×̃
0 ×̃ ×̃ | × X ×̃
0 ×̃ ×̃ | × ×̃ X



2nd Column. The diagonal element of this olumn is loated in row 4. Hene we �rst need topermute row 4 and row 3 to move the diagonal element to position (3, 2). To keep numerialstability, we try to �nd the pivot element in A(4 : 6, 2). Suppose that A(4, 2) is the largest elementin magnitude, then we do not need to apply the seond row permutation. Next we need one olumnpermutation. The diagonal element in row 4 is in the left half part. Hene we need to permuteolumn 3 and 5 , suh that the updating on the olumn of the left half part an be ompleted. Afterthese permutations, we an introdue zeros in this olumn and update its orresponding right part.The proedure an be shown as follows.� A(3, :)↔ A(4, :) 



X × × | × × ×
× × × | X × ×
0 X × | × × ×
0 × X | × × ×
0 × × | × X ×
0 × × | × × X



 INRIA



Shift-and-Invert 9� A(:, 3)↔ A(:, 5) 



X × × | × × ×
× × × | X × ×
0 X × | × × ×
0 × × | × X ×
0 × X | × × ×
0 × × | × × X



� Eliminate and Update 



X × × | × × ×
× × × | X × ×
0 X × | × × ×
0 × × | × X ×
0 0 X | × × ×̃
0 0 ×̃ | × × X



For the general ase, A will have a form as shown in Figure 2 after this initial phase. Thepositions of diagonal elements in the right half part an be regular (Figure 2(a)) or irregular (Figure2(b)). Note that the shadowed area is ompletely updated, while the meshed area is only partiallyupdated. When the shift hanges, that is, the diagonal elements hange, we start from the matrixwith the shape as shown in Figure 2(a) or (b) to ahieve the �nal LU fatorization.

Figure 2: Initial stage of elimination and updatingThis strategy is desribed in Algorithm 2. In this algorithm diagidxc stores the row positionof the diagonal element of eah olumn, that is, diagidxc(j) = i means that A(i, j) is the originaldiagonal element. Meanwhile, diagidxr is its ounterpart for olumn position. In order to knowRR n° 0123456789



10 Laura Grigori , Desire W. Nuentsa , Hua Xiangthe position of the permuted olumns in the right half part, we de�ne the set idxcolSet to reordthe olumn index.Algorithm 2 Restriting the diagonal in�uene to the right half part in Strategy II
idxcolSet = { }; diagidxc = (1 : n)′; diagidxr = (1 : n)′; m =

⌈n

2

⌉.for k := 1 to m− 1 do% Row permutation 1: Permuting the original diagonal element
dr = diagidxc(k);
A(2k − 1, :)↔ A(dr , :);% Row permutation 2: Partial pivoting
[q, p] = max(abs(A(2k : n, k)));
p = p + 2k − 1
A(2k, :)↔ A(p, :)% Column permutation
dc = diagidxr(2k)if (dc ≤ m) thenhoose idxcol in {{m + 1, . . . , n} − idxcolSet} ;

A(:, diagidxr(2k))↔ A(:, idxcol);
idxcolSet← idxcolSet + {idxcol};end if% Elimination and updating

A(2k + 1 : n, k) = A(2k + 1 : n, k)/A(2k, k);% Update �rst halffor j = k + 1 : m do
d = diagidxc(j);
A(2k + 1 : d− 1, j) = A(2k + 1 : d− 1, j)−A(2k + 1 : d− 1, k)×A(2k, j);
A(d + 1 : n, j) = A(d + 1 : n, j)−A(d + 1 : n, k)×A(2k, j);end for% Update seond halffor j ∈ {{m + 1, . . . , n} − idxcolSet} do
d = diagidxc(j);
A(2k + 1 : d− 1, j) = A(2k + 1 : d− 1, j)−A(2k + 1 : d− 1, k)×A(2k, j);
A(d + 1 : n, j) = A(d + 1 : n, j)−A(d + 1 : n, k)×A(2k, j);end forend for

INRIA



Shift-and-Invert 11The �ops an be ounted as follows.
flop =

m−1∑

k=1

[(n− 2k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
scale

+ 2(n− 2k)× (n− 2k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
update

] =
1

3
n3 −O(n2).Sine the lassial LU deompositon need O(2

3n3) �ops, it means that we an save 50% �ops. Notethat we apply a serials of rank-one updates to ahieve the matrix in Figure 2. After the shifthanges, we use another rank-one updates to obtain the �nal upper triangular matrix. Hene weapply rank-two updates during the elimination of eah olumn. Thus we still use low rank updates,whih are important to the numerial stability [20℄.4 Numerial experimentsIn this setion we give numerial examples to hek the numerial stability, the �ops saving andthe omputation time. The experiments are performed with Matlab R2006b on a PC (Intel(R)Core(TM)2 CPU 6600�2.40GHz, 3.21GB SDRAM). In the following, we �rst examine the numerialstability of the two strategies. Seond, we hek the atual �ops saving in one shift-and-invertiteration. Third, we use these strategies to solve a dense standard eigenvalue problem, hek the�ops savings, and ompare with the standard shift-and-invert using lassial LU fatorization.Numerial stability tests. Note that in our approahes we do not use rank-one update asthe lassial Gaussian elimination. We perform the eliminations loally and the pivot is hosenin a onstraint range, but we still use low rank update. We investigate the numerial stability bynumerial examples. Here we use the following growth fator suggested by J. Demmel,
gD := max

j

{
maxi |uij |

maxi |aij |

}
,whih is a modi�ation of the growth fator used in xGESVX of LAPACK. Otherwise we an takethe famous example with 2n pivot growth [23℄, sale the last olumn down by a fator 2−n, andan not see any pivot growth.We test random matries with size of 2k, where k = 2 : 12. In Figure 3, we give the growthfators of these two strategies. The growth fator of lassial Gaussian elimination with partialpivoting (GEPP) is also given for omparison. It learly shows that the numerial stability of ourtwo strategies is almost as good as GEPP.Flop savings in LU fatorization. For eah method, we ount the �ops (addition andmultipliation) during the fatorization. For the �rst strategy, only 3 level partitions are used. Wedenote the �ops of the initial step by flops1, and by flops2 the �ops needed to �nish updating andontinue the fatorization in eah iteration. When the shift hanges, we do not need to performthe flops1 operations in the initial stage. Therefore the perentage of the saved �ops is givenby saving = flops1

flops1+flops2 . In eah inverse iteration, LU fatorization will only need to take
(1 − saving) × 100% �ops of the lassi LU. The atual perentages of the saved �ops are givenin Table 1, whih is in aordane with our theoretial analysis in Setion 2 and Setion 3. Forexample, for the random matrix with size of 8192, we an nearly save 43% and 50% �ops respetivelyfor these two strategies.Flop savings in the dense eigenproblem. We apply the new strategies to a dense eigen-value problem. The test matrix is generated like the example 5.5 in [2℄. Assume that A =RR n° 0123456789



12 Laura Grigori , Desire W. Nuentsa , Hua Xiang
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Figure 3: Comparison of growth fators
Size of matrix Strategy I (%) Strategy II (%)512 42.65 49.711024 42.69 49.852048 42.70 49.934096 42.71 49.968192 42.71 49.98Table 1: Atual perentages of �op savings in one LU fatorization
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binornd(1, α, n, n). ∗ rand(n) + 10 ∗ diag(rand(n, 1)), where binornd, rand and diag are Matlab no-tations. We hoose α = 0.8 suh that the test matries are dense, and we set the initial eigenvalueas σ0 = 5.0 to seek the interior eigenvalue near 5.0. We ompare the �ops in Table 2, where λ isthe omputed eigenvalue, ITR stands for the iteration number. For the lassial method, we useLU to solve a linear system in eah iteration, and the orresponding LU fatorization is obtainedby Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting (GEPP). Clearly we an see that the new strategiesan save nearly half of the �ops than the lassial method.Flops ount

n λ ITR Strategy I Strategy II GEPP512 3.78 6 4.09e08 3.59e08 7.15e081024 3.84 6 2.45e09 2.15e09 4.29e092048 4.19 8 2.61e10 2.29e10 4.58e10Table 2: Comparison of the �ops in the eigenvalue omputation5 ConlusionsThe shift-and-invert is an important tehnique in eigenvalue omputation, espeially for the interiorspetrum. To avoid redoing LU fatorization from srath in every shift hange, we present two LUbased approahes to save �ops. The �rst strategy uses a divide and onquer approah, in whihthe matrix is divided into 2-by-2 bloks reursively, and the parts of the bloks are eliminated.The seond strategy uses two row permutations and one olumn permutation for eah olumnelimination to ontrol the position of original diagonal elements, suh that the in�uene of diagonalelements is on�ned in the right part. For both methods, when the shift hanges we �rst ompletethe updating, and then start the elimination from this point. The �rst method an save 43% �ops,and the seond an save 50% �ops. Only little extra memory is needed. For the �rst method, weneed extra memory to store the diagonal elements and the permutation vetor. For the seondmethod, we need extra memory to store some indies. We test both methods with numerialexamples. The numerial stability is almost as good as the lassial LU fatorization. In thispaper we only onsider dense eigenvalue omputations. In the sparse ase, a time and memorye�ient sparse diret solver is very important for the shift-and-invert strategy. For example, thesymmetri inde�nite sparse diret solver for the shift-and-invert tehnique is suessfully used inthe omputation of interior eigenvalues and eigenvetors for the Anderson problem [14℄. Generallythe situation is more ompliated for sparse matries. Reordering is used in sparse LU to reduethe number of �ll-in elements introdued during the elimination. Usually the matrix is very sparseat the beginning of the elimination, but it gets denser and denser as the fatorization proeeds. Inour two approahes, most of the savings ome from annihilating elements in the left bottom ornerof the matrix in the pre-proessing step. Hene we expet that they will not lead to importantsavings in the sparse ase.Referenes[1℄ Z. Bai, J. Demmel, J. Dongarra, A. Ruhe, H. van der Vorst, editors, Templates forRR n° 0123456789
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